Abstract-Control strategies have been developed for hybrid electric vehicles (HEV) that minimize fuel consumption while satisfying a charge sustaining constraint. Since one of the components of an HEV is typically the ubiquitous internal combustion engine, tailpipe emissions must also be considered. This paper uses shortest-path stochastic dynamic programming (SP-SDP) to address the minimization of a weighted sum of fuel consumption and tailpipe emissions for an HEV equipped with a dual mode electrically variable transmission (EVT) and a catalytic converter. The shortest path formulation of SDP is chosen to directly address the charge sustaining requirement. Using simple methods, an SP-SDP solution required more than eight thousand hours. Using linear programming and duality, an SP-SDP problem is solved in about three hours on a desktop PC. The resulting time-invariant feedback controller reduces tailpipe emissions by more than 50% when compared to a popular baseline controller.
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I. INTRODUCTION
T HE PROBLEM of maximizing fuel economy for charge sustaining hybrid electric vehicles (HEVs) has been extensively studied. Many early control policies were based on heuristics [1] - [5] . In some systems, the heuristics were formalized using fuzzy logic [6] . More recent control laws have used some form of optimization to determine the power split between the engine and the electric motors. These optimization techniques explicitly minimize the fuel consumption subject to a charge sustaining constraint. Deterministic dynamic programming is one optimization technique. It has been used to develop optimal trajectories [7] - [10] . These trajectories have been used to gain insight and develop heuristic control laws [8] . Recently, the concept of directly designing an HEV control law through infinite horizon, discounted cost, stochastic dynamic programming (SDP) was developed [11] , [12] . An overview of SDP can be found in [13] - [15] . The motivation for applying these techniques to automotive control problems can be found in [16] . As noted in [17] , the discounted cost criteria is chosen for expediency and is difficult to justify on engineering grounds. Therefore, in this work, a variation on infinite horizon SDP, known as Shortest Path SDP [18] is used to create a charge sustaining HEV energy management policy. In addition to fuel economy, HEVs must also be certified to some tailpipe emissions level by the EPA or CARB [19] - [22] . There are multiple categories of emissions. A manufacturer chooses the certification level of a vehicle model to achieve specific goals for their production fleet. This choice usually involves a tradeoff among fleet objectives, vehicle cost objectives, technical feasibility, and fuel economy objectives. During development, the initial goal of a particular certification level may change as tradeoffs become more apparent.
Prior work has focused on minimization of fuel consumption and engine out emissions. If catalysts or other after treatments are used, minimization of engine out emissions does not guarantee minimization of tailpipe emissions. Therefore, there is a need for techniques to design controllers that minimize both fuel economy and tailpipe emissions. This paper has two contributions. The first contribution is a demonstration of how to formulate a shortest-path stochastic dynamic programming (SP-SDP) which minimizes a combination of fuel consumption and tailpipe emissions from a thermally transient catalyst. The second contribution is an algorithm to solve this SP-SDP in a timely manner. The scale of problem solved is the largest reported to date for automotive controls. This application of SP-SDP is illustrated on a dual mode EVT HEV [23] with a thermally transient catalyst. A collection of controllers is created and evaluated. Each controller minimizes a unique weighted combination of fuel consumption and emissions. Together, these controllers are used to estimate a Pareto set [24] . From the Pareto set, the tradeoffs between fuel consumption and tailpipe emissions are determined.
To generate the control laws, an objective to minimize a weighted combination of fuel consumption and tailpipe emissions, a vehicle model, a powertrain model, and a stochastic driver model are combined to form a SP-SDP. This SP-SDP is solved using a collection of techniques which include linear programming [13] , [25] - [32] , barycentric interpolation [33] , and constraint generation [30] . A novel interpretation of linear program (LP) duality [34] is used to solve the LP. The technique of state censoring is introduced. This technique ignores areas in the state space which are known to be rarely, if ever visited. Finally, the calls to the model during construction of the SP-SDP are reduced by taking advantage of linearity in the model. Combined, these techniques allow solution of the SP-SDP in less than three hours on a 3.0 GHz, single core Pentium CPU.
II. PLANT MODEL
The controller development uses a plant model that includes the powertrain, the vehicle, and the driver. Fig. 1 illustrates the major components in the model and their interactions. These components include the engine, the dual-mode electrically variable transmission (DM-EVT), two electric machines, the final drive ratio, the battery pack, the chassis, the body, the tires, and the chassis brakes. The powertrain and the vehicle models are deterministic. The driver model is stochastic.
The transmission is based on the design in [23] and illustrated in Fig. 2 . It has four shafts which are coupled to the engine, the wheels through the final drive ratio, and the two electric machines. The electric machines are identified as "A" and "B". Unlike a fixed-gear transmission, the engine speed is independent of the vehicle speed. However, the electric machines speeds are determined by the transmission mode, the speed of the engine, and the speed of the vehicle. The engine and vehicle speeds are independent because the engine acceleration and vehicle acceleration can be separately controlled using the torques from the engine and electric machines. The range of acceleration is limited by the engine and motor torque limits which vary depending on individual component speeds. Proper selection of the modes in the transmission avoids these acceleration limits by changing the ratio of motor speeds to engine and vehicle speeds. This allows the motors to operate in regions with less torque restriction.
In the DM-EVT transmission, two no-slip or dog clutches are used. To change modes, the clutches are released allowing motor speeds to be controlled independently of the engine and vehicle speeds. The engine torque and machine torques are used to accelerate the electric machines to a speed where one of the clutches can close without slipping. For modeling, this event is assumed to occur instantaneously with negligible fuel and battery energy usage. The kinematics of the transmission and the vehicle are illustrated in Fig. 3 .
The driver is modeled as a stochastic process that generates the input , which represents the driver's acceleration request, in Fig. 1 . The driver model specifies the distribution of the next acceleration commands, the dynamics for updating , and the probability that the vehicle will continue to operate with the key on. When the controller is evaluated, the state is replaced by the acceleration command from the vehicle's driver.
Although the plant is naturally described in continuous time, to facilitate the application of SP-SDP, a discrete time model with a one second time step is used. This is the same rate used for similar work in [11] , [12] .
A. Plant Model Summary
The plant model has states associated with the engine speed, , the vehicle speed, , the battery state of charge, , the catalyst temperature, , and the driver acceleration command,
. Even though this model includes a state for the thermal behavior of the catalyst, the thermal state of the engine is omitted. This is an acceptable approximation where rich fueling and incomplete combustion occur for a short period of time relative to catalyst warm-up. These model states are combined to form the state vector
The transmission mode is allowed to change at any time and the changes are assumed to occur instantaneously, therefore, there is no state associated with transmission clutch configuration. The transmission mode input is
When is equal to "mode 1" it means that clutch 1 in Fig When the engine changes mode between "ON" and "OFF", the transition from a running speed to motionless and from motionless to an idle speed occurs instantaneously in the model. The input to change the engine mode is
When is equal to "eng off", the engine is motionless with its brake torque equal to zero. Otherwise, the engine is restricted to operate between a minimum idle speed and a maximum redline speed, with the torque limited by the engine's capabilities.
The engine torque , electric machine A torque , electric machine B torque , and chassis brake torque , are all independently controlled. The electric machines are capable of operating as both motors and generators. These torque inputs are combined with the transmission mode command , and the engine mode command to form the input vector for the plant (4) The discrete-time dynamics of the model are (5) In these equations (6) where is the output of the driver model. The variable represents the vehicle acceleration command in the next time step, which is different than which represents the current vehicle acceleration command.
The outputs of the plant model are , the fuel consumed per time step, , the normalized tailpipe emissions per time step, and , the battery power. The output functions are (7) In (7), the variable represents the stochastic input to the system and is used for the sake of generality. These functions do not use in determining the output values. However, while the models used in this work assume the engine behaves deterministically, unmodeled dynamics in the engine can cause the fuel consumption and engine-out emissions to appear to have a stochastic component. For example, manifold dynamics, exhaust gas recirculation (EGR) valve position, EGR valve control, and engine temperatures are not modeled. These dynamic behaviors will cause fuel consumption and engine out emissions to have a distribution of values. Therefore, this notation is maintained because of generality and applicability.
The constraints on operation of the individual components are grouped into a vector function such that feasibility is equivalent to all elements in the vector being less than or equal to zero. This constraint vector is (8) These constraints ensure that components operate within their limits and the system does not leave a safe operating envelope in the state space. For example, an action choice is not feasible if it results in the engine operating beyond the maximum engine speed. Equation (8) is used to define the set of feasible actions (9) The model and constraint equations are constructed so that a feasible action always exists by insuring that is nonempty for all . The detailed model parameters and equations are available in [35] as a supplement to this document. This reference also includes a discussion of issues in modeling each aspect of this system's behavior.
B. Driver Behavior Model
The driver model is part of the plant model. The driver model predicts the distribution of future accelerations and the probability the vehicle will be turned off at the next time step. The probability model used here is similar to the one used [12] . Background and discussion of this approach to modeling a driver as a stochastic disturbance can be found there. However, unlike the model in [12] , acceleration is used rather than torque. The use of torque or power tightly couples the driver model to the characteristics of a vehicle. In other words, if the driver follows a velocity trace in a small economy vehicle and follows the same trace in a large truck, then different torque based driving models result. The torque and power required at the wheels varies with vehicle, while the acceleration is identical for the same driving cycle. Therefore, using acceleration, the driver model is constructed and maintained independent of vehicle characteristics. This decoupling of the driver model from vehicle characteristics is important when the synthesis of the controls is part of a combined plant and control optimization problem [36] , [37] .
The driver model consists of two conditional probabilities. One conditional probability is (10) where is the vehicle acceleration at the next time step, is the velocity at the current time step, and is the acceleration at the current time step. This conditional probability specifies the distribution of acceleration commands at the next time step. The other conditional probability defines the probability that the vehicle will continue to operate at the next time step. This model is next time step vehicle is "on"
Both conditional probability models are constructed using discrete values of and selected to match the sample points used in the SP-SDP. The values of are limited to a finite set of discrete values (12) For generality, the variable represents the stochastic variable in the model. The values in (12) correspond to the discrete values of used to construct the SP-SDP.
III. PROBLEM DEFINITION
Consider the problem of determining the optimal tradeoffs between expected fuel consumption and expected tailpipe emissions. One way to do this is to find a collection of controllers, where each controller minimizes a specific combination of fuel consumption and emissions, while satisfying plant and system constraints.
A. Control Constraints
In addition to the plant constraints in (8) , the system imposes constraints on the action choices. The system constraints include the charge sustaining constraint previously discussed. In addition, the controller must choose actions that minimize the error in matching the driver's acceleration command and minimize chassis (friction) brake torque. The chassis brake torque is constrained to minimize energy loss and to minimize brake wear. These three constraints are the system constraints and further restrict the set of feasible actions.
Since a charge sustaining constraint is difficult to directly address, it is reformulated as an objective to minimize the deviation from an SOC set point at each time step. The relationship between this objective, fuel economy optimality, and satisfaction of the charge sustaining constraint is discussed in [38, App. C] . This objective cost is defined as (13) The values of and are selected by experimentation to achieve charge sustaining operation over a range of driving conditions.
The remaining constraints on acceleration and chassis braking are satisfied by restricting the set of feasible actions. Let be defined so that the constraints on acceleration and braking are satisfied with no acceleration error and no chassis braking torque if (14) Since the set of action choices in (9) that satisfy (14) may be empty, a relaxation is introduced using the vector . The relaxed form of (14) becomes (15) If the acceleration error is zero and no brake torque is used then (15) is satisfied with all elements in equal to zero. The relaxed system constraints, (15) , and the plant constraints, (8) , define the set of feasible actions at each state. Let (16) be the set of feasible control choices available for control. At many values of , this set will be non-empty with every element in equal to zero. Otherwise, is a vector with one or more elements containing the smallest non-zero value that ensures is non-empty. There are many ways the value of can be found. For this work, the element in that relaxes the chassis braking torque constraint is increased until a feasible action is available or the constraint is no longer active. If relaxing the chassis braking torque constraint does not yield a feasible action, then the element in corresponding to the acceleration error is increased until a feasible action is found. By construction of the model, relaxation of acceleration error is guaranteed to find at least one feasible action.
B. Control Objectives
The objective for the controller is to minimize a weighted combination of total expected fuel consumption and total expected tailpipe emissions subject to the system and plant constraints. The set in (16) defines the actions available to the controller for use in minimizing the objective.
The total expected fuel consumption while operating under the feedback law is
The total expected tailpipe emissions under the same control law is (18) In these equations, is the fuel consumption per time step and is the normalized tailpipe emissions per time step. In calculating these total costs, the evolution of the state is (19) The stochastic input is generated by the probability distribution in (6) and (20) where is a static, time-invariant, state feedback controller. To satisfy the charge sustaining constraint, a cost for SOC variation (21) is introduced as a minimization objective. This objective uses in (13) . The optimization problem is to find a controller , that satisfies (22) where is the set of all possible time-invariant state feedback controllers with for all and . Without special structure, the optimization problem in (22) is intractable. Fortunately, this optimization problem can be significantly simplified. Under the assumption that perfect, or noise free, state information is available, a controller that minimizes (22) is found using dynamic programming. A controller that minimizes (22) satisfies the dynamic programming equations [14] , [15] , [39] ( 23) and uses the value function defined as (24) In these equations, is the cost for operation at each time step, defined here as (25) and formed from the cost functions in (17) , (18) , and (21) . The parameter is used to select the relative weighting of emissions versus fuel consumption.
IV. CONTROLLER SYNTHESIS VIA APPROXIMATE SP-SDP
While an SP-SDP controller could be designed that worked on the full state and action space defined in (1) and (9), the SP-SDP controller design problem is greatly simplified by first creating a low-level controller. In this case, the low-level controller is a static mapping from a set of synthetic high-level inputs , to the plant inputs . These synthetic inputs are created exclusively to simplify the resulting SDP. This low-level controller is illustrated in Fig. 5 . By forming these synthetic inputs, the low-level controller reduces the dimension of the action space from six variables to four variables. The reduction in action space dimension dramatically reduces the time required to solve the SDP.
A. Simplified Action Set Via a Low-Level Controller
To generate the high-level controller, the state and action spaces are spatially discretized; this is referred to as sampling. These sample points are used to generate the value function in (24) . It is desirable to have a minimal number of samples since this minimizes the time required to generate the controller. The inputs to the plant, listed in (4), have six independent values. Sampling using a simple grid results in a problem formulation which is both computationally large and unlikely to perform well because few of the points will be in the feasible action set defined by (9) . However, if the constraints on the actions can be used to reduce the dimension of the action space, a more tractable problem can be formulated in a reduced-dimensional action set. In this application, some constraints are equalities that involve multiple variables. Because of this, the equalities can be used to both reduce the size of the action space and reduce the size of the sample set to four independent control inputs. This is accomplished through a static mapping which is referred to as the low-level controller.
The low-level controller reduces the dimension of the highlevel controller's action space by using the constraints in (14) . This dramatically reduces the complexity of the high-level controller and the time required to design it. This method was used rather than two other alternatives considered. The first alternative considered was to sample the action set and remove all points that fail to satisfy (14) . This approach does not work well because some of the constraints in (14) are equality constraints. If the sampling is performed without consideration of these equality constraints, the probability of sampling feasible points is very small. The second alternative considered was to construct the sampling so that the constraints in (14) were satisfied by each sample. This approach increased the complexity of the algorithms used to create and solve the stochastic dynamic program because of the complex sampling needed for the action set. The introduction of a low-level control eliminated the problem with infeasible samples and increased complexity in the stochastic dynamic programs.
When the engine is commanded on and the transmission mode is fixed, the system constraints limit the choices in , , , and to satisfy the acceleration command and brake torque restrictions. The system constraints in (15) are always active, therefore they act as equality conditions that the action choices must satisfy. Since there are four variables and two equality conditions, this results in two independent decisions available to the high-level controller. While these independent decisions can be represented in many ways, in this work, the next engine speed and battery power were selected to represent the choices available to the high-level controller when the engine is on and the transmission mode has been selected.
When the engine is commanded off, the engine speed and torque are constrained to equal zero. These two additional constraints limit the high-level control choice to the transmission mode command.
The high-level controller action set as shown in (26) at the bottom of the page, where commands a transmission mode, commands the engine on or off, is the engine speed command, and is the battery power command.
The low-level controller is a static mapping from and to (27) The mapping is composed of six scalar functions which map the high-level actions to the plant actions. This mapping, , is defined as (28) For many high-level actions, , the low-level controller may not be able to find a feasible plant action for the desired engine speed and battery power. For example, if the driver commands an acceleration of five meters per second squared which requires 200 kW at the wheels and the high-level controller commands the battery to charge at 50 kW, a 200 kW engine cannot generate sufficient power to satisfy both the driver and the high-level controller commands. Furthermore, some acceleration commands from the driver may require the engine to operate, while the high-level action specifies that the engine is off. This can occur if the acceleration commanded by the driver exceeds the electrical capability of the powertrain. These conflicts are resolved by introducing a set of constraints which are satisfied if a feasible plant action exists that matches the commanded modes, engine speed and battery power. Otherwise, these constraints are relaxed until a feasible plant action is found. Let (29) be the inequality that is satisfied when a high-level command is satisfied by an action for a state . More precisely, Let see equation (30) at the bottom of the page
where returns a 1 if the argument is false and a zero if it is true and conversely, returns one if the argument is true and zero if it is false. Similar to the problem encountered with the system constraints in (15), the low-level controller needs to ensure that for all and , the set defined by the intersection of (30) and (16) is non-empty. To resolve this problem, a vector of slack variables similar to (15) is introduced. This vector, , is used to define the set of feasible control actions available to the low-level controller. The resulting
set as shown in (31) at the bottom of the page, where the vector is selected to minimize the deviation from the commanded values in , while ensuring that for all , the set is non-empty. Many different schemes can be used to define . In this work, the elements in are selected by sequentially relaxing individual constraints until a non-empty set results. The order of relaxation is: transmission mode ; the engine mode command ; the battery power command ; and finally, the engine speed command . By allowing these relaxations, for every possible command in , a feasible plant action in is found. Using the set , the low-level controller selects the feasible plant action that minimizes the same instantaneous cost function used in the high-level controller (32) Fig. 4 illustrates the relations between the driver, the highlevel controller, the low-level controller, and the plant.
B. SP-SDP-Based Controller's View of the System
With the addition of the low-level controller, the entire model is simplified for design using SP-SDP. In summary, the state of the model is defined in (1) . The inputs to the low-level controller are defined in (26) . The propagation function for the combined plant and low-level controller is (33) The value of , the stochastic input from the driver, is defined in (10) . The high-level objective function is obtained by substituting (32) into (25) , resulting in (34) The value function used to design the controller is (35) with the optimal control law found using (36)
C. SDP Formulation and Solution
To synthesize the high-level controller, a SP-SDP problem is posed and solved. An approximate solution to the SP-SDP equation in (35) is found using linear programming. Briefly, the method followed is to:
1) select a linear basis for the value function, in this case barycentric interpolation;
2) create a set for sampling the state, action, and noise spaces; 3) censor the sampling set to exclude those points known beforehand not to be visited; 4) sample the model to generate the information for construction of the full, primal linear program; 5) solve the linear program; 6) create the feedback controller from the approximate value function. These six steps are described in detail in the following.
1) Linear Basis Selection-Barycentric Interpolation:
The difficulty of using discretization to solve a continuous state and action space SDP problem has been extensively studied [40] , [41] . The approach taken in this work is to use linear programming [29] , [42] . The value function is approximated using a linear basis (37) The basis function maps every point in to a row vector which in general has a higher dimension than . The elements in the column vector scale each basis function in to approximate . There are many possible linear bases. A few bases studied for approximate linear programming include multilinear interpolation [12] , barycentric interpolation [33] , splines [43] - [45] , radial bases [46] - [49] , polynomials [50] , wavelets [51] , [52] , and coarse coding [41] , [53] , [54] . Experiments were performed using each of these bases. A barycentric basis is used in this work because it was found to provide the best tradeoff between implementation complexity and performance.
A barycentric basis is formed by selecting a set of points in . The notation is used because of similarities between the behavior of the points used to form the simplices and knots in a spline. The points should not be confused with time. The points are used to partition a convex region into simplices which have mutually exclusive interiors. For each point in , a basis function is created from the product of an indicator function and a function which resolves the barycentric coordinates. The basis is . . .
The function is an indicator function that is equal to one if is in the interior or on the boundary of any simplex that has the th point in at one of its vertices. Otherwise, is equal to zero. The function returns , the barycentric coordinate of , with respect to the th point in . For a space with dimensions, the barycentric coordinates will be a vector with dimensions. If a point is in the interior or on the (31) boundary of a simplex with vertices at the points through , then the barycentric coordinates are found by solving (39) To formally define the functions , let if is a corner in the simplex containing otherwise (40) be an indicator function. Let be defined as While MATLAB provides routines for barycentric interpolation, in practice those routines were unacceptably slow. For this work, custom codes were generated that executed approximately ten times faster. These codes achieved this speed improvement by precomputing a lookup table, or hash table, to identify small sets of potentially active simplices.
2) State, Action, and Noise Sample Selection: To reduce this problem to an approximate linear program, the state space is sampled. Let the set (44) be the set of all sample points to be considered. These points are chosen on a regular grid such that the state constraints implied (8) by are satisfied. Other sampling schemes can be used, but were not explored in this work. These state constraints include battery charge, engines speed, and vehicle speed limits.
The action sample set is more complex than the state space sample set because the dimension of the actions changes. In the high-level action set , defined in (26) , there are four discrete choices of actions formed from the combination of engine mode and transmission mode commands. In the cases where the engine is commanded on, the battery power and engine speeds are sampled on a regular grid.
Finally, the sampling for the noise space is identical to the sampling used to generate the driver model.
3) State Censoring: When building the driver model, there are typically combinations of vehicle speed and acceleration that are never encountered. Fig. 5 illustrates the velocity and acceleration pairs that are visited for the UDDS and HWFET cycles [19] - [22] . In this figure, the grey region shows where velocity and acceleration pairs occur. The white space is the region where no combination of velocity and acceleration is observed. For the driving represented by the UDDS and HWFET cycles, the vehicle never accelerates greater then 0.25 g's. Also, the vehicle never exceeds 65 mph. Furthermore, the vehicle is never observed operating with both a speed in excess of 40 mph and acceleration greater then 0.1 g's.
Since some combinations are never seen, there is no need to design the controller to optimize in these regions. State censoring uses this concept to reduce the number of states used when constructing the controller. Let with (45) be the set of all points in the state space where the combination of velocity and acceleration have a nonzero probability of occurring. Typically, the intersection of the convex hull of with will be a strict subset of . In other words, the hypercube bounded by possible vehicle speeds and possible accelerations will contain combinations which the driver will never request or the vehicle is not capable of realizing. If this is the case, then the size of the sample set can be reduced by selectively removing the sample points with zero probability of occurring. This act of going through the list of samples and removing those with zero probability of occurring is termed censoring. More formally, let (46) In practice, the number of samples in is up to 40% smaller than the number of samples in . For the results reported in Section V, censoring reduced the time to construct and solve the SP-SDP equations by more than 50%.
4) Model Call Reduction:
The model is sampled based on the points identified in the sets , , and . A simple sampling scheme would use each element in the set formed from the Cartesian product of (47) Another significant improvement in execution time was achieved by taking advantage of linearity in the propagation function (5), with respect to battery charge and the driver's stochastic input . This can be seen be creating a linearized form of these equations as (48) In this case, the value of at the next time step is independent of the all states and actions. Its value is wholly determined by the stochastic input, . Therefore, instead of calling the full model to evaluate the next value of , a simple linear model is used in its place. The battery state of charge in this model has a similar property. The change in battery charge is independent of the battery charge. This allows the model to be called once for any samples in (47) that differ only in the value of . Therefore, for each collection of elements in where all values are identical except and , the propagation function, (33) , is only called for a single point and linearity is used to determine the next state at all other points.
Recall that in (7), the variable is retained for generality but is not used here for the calculation of the outputs. Because of this, the cost function in (25) can be sampled in an economical manner by only sampling elements in (47) that are unique in all terms except . Similarly, the transition probabilities (10) and (11) are only sampled once for each unique combination of , , and in (47) . This selective sampling and reconstruction of model functions using linearity increased the execution speed between 10 and 100 times.
5) Primal LP Construction:
The first step in solving an approximate SP-SDP problem is to formulate the value function using a linear basis. Substituting (37) into (35) results in a value function in terms of the linear basis (49) The next step is to expand the expectation in with respect to the sampling of . Recall from and the definitions of and , respectively, let (50) be the probability that the driver transitions to and continues to drive given the current speed and acceleration . For notational convenience, let (51) Substituting (51) into the approximate value function in (49) and expanding the expectation into a sum over the samples in gives (52) In (52), the optimization is over the entire set defined by . To convert (52) into a form that can be solved using linear programming, and are restricted to a finite set of values. Only considering at the points in and at the points defined in , allows (52) to be replaced by a set of inequalities (53) with one equation for each unique pair of and . The equation in (53) is algebraically manipulated to collect the term , resulting in the inequality (54) To create the linear program (LP), let (55) and let (56) Equations (55) and (56) define a row of linear constraints in the LP that correspond to a single state and action. Let be the th element of and define (57) and let (58) Equations (57) and (58) define a row of linear constraints in the LP that correspond to and an arbitrary state . Let be the th element of and define (59) and (60) Equations (59) and (60) This procedure used to develop the LP is similar to the methods discussed in [14] , [15] , [29] , and [42] . For a discussion of the meaning of the objective function in (61) with respect to the optimality properties of the approximate value function, see [29] and [42] .
6) Solution of the Primal LP: As formed, the primal LP has thousands of variables and hundreds of thousands of constraints, requiring a significant amount of time and memory to solve. While this problem is numerically tractable, an interior point algorithm repeatedly stalled or required significant tuning in our numerical experiments to find a solution. To decrease the amount of time and memory needed to solve the LP, two approaches are used: the constraint generation algorithm from [30] and the solution of the resulting primal LP using a dual from [34] , [55] . Furthermore, the dual solution approach from [34] is refined by using knowledge of the actions and states along with the Lagrangian from the solution of the dual LP to select the best action for each state.
Constraint generation relies on the insight that the vast majority of constraints in an LP are not active. Furthermore, in general, solution time for an LP scales super linearly with problem size. Doubling the number of constraints in an LP more than doubles the solution time. Therefore, if the problem size can be reduced by omitting inactive constraints, a solution can be found faster. Constraint generation involves iteratively solving a sequence of LP's. The first LP is constructed with enough constraints to ensure the problem is bounded. On each iteration, the previous solution is used to identify the most violated constraint associated with the actions for each state. These constraints are added to the existing LP to form a new LP. This process is repeated until a solution is found without any constraint violations. This algorithm is guaranteed to converge. At worst case, the algorithm iterates until all constraints in the original LP are used. Experimentally, this algorithm can be several times faster than solution of the original LP [31] .
To solve the LP at each iteration in the constraint generation algorithm, the dual of the LP is solved and the primal solution constructed from that solution. Recall that the primal problem being solved is (64) where . The symbol is used rather than the conventional notation of to avoid confusion with (34) . The dual of this LP is (65)
In conventional linear programming, where , the largest values of are used to identify the rows of and that are active constraints. These rows are collected into a simpler matrix and vector forming and , respectively. The value of is found by solving (66) However, because of the structure in this problem, an alternative approach is used. The values of associated with each state in are considered. For each state, a single action is selected as the active action. This active action is the largest value of . The rows in the LP associated with the active actions are used to form a system of linear equations. These equations are used to find . This approach resolved problems that occurred where the largest values of resulted in polices with no actions in some states and multiple action in other states.
The vector is an argument that satisfies (64) and is obtained on the last iteration of the constraint generation algorithm. The algorithm terminates with the selection of the following.
D. SP-SDP Feedback Controller
The high-level feedback controller uses the approximate value function found by solving (61). The resulting controller, valid for all , is
As opposed to using the discrete set, , as is the case where solving for the approximate value function, the optimal action choice is found by searching the entire action space. In (67), neither monotonicity [24] , [56] nor convexity properties [55] can be guaranteed, therefore a global optimization method is used to find . The direct algorithm [57] was found to provide a robust solution.
V. VALUE FUNCTION SOLUTION DISCUSSION
To formulate a specific SP-SDP-based controller, the function in (67) must be defined. This function is formed by applying the low-level controller to the cost function for the plant as shown in (34) . The plant cost function is formed from the linear combination of the fuel consumption, the tailpipe emissions, and the cost function for SOC deviations as shown in (25) . The SOC cost function has two tuning variables, and . For this work, the value of was set to 25 and was set to 0.55. These values were selected by experimentation on a fuel minimizing controller to provide charge sustaining operation while keeping the SOC less than . By keeping the SOC less than during a drive cycle, the cost of battery energy is always penalized to reflect the equivalent cost of future energy replacement. Furthermore, problem solution requires definition of the samples in (47) . For this work, the set of samples, prior to the use of state censoring, is obtained by using a regular grid. The vehicle speed is sampled at The stochastic input is sampled identically to . The action space for the high-level controller is sampled with battery power commands of (73) in units of watts. The engine speed command is sampled with values of (74) in units of radians per second. To form the high-level actions, the samples in (73) and (74) are used to select discrete elements in (26) . This results in a total of 62 actions per state sample. Using the procedure outlined in Section IV, the approximate value function was found.
Inspection of the value function showed there was no appreciable change with respect to the engine speed. This insensitivity stems from the fact that in the model, the engine speed can be rapidly changed with minimal energy. Based on this observation, the engine speed was omitted from the feedback to the high-level controller, thus reducing the dimension of the SP-SDP and decreasing solution time. Note that, while engine speed has been removed from the feedback for the high-level controller, it is still used by the low-level controller in (32) .
After removal of the engine speed from the value function, the initial state sampling included 3528 state values. After state censoring, this sample set was reduced to 1568 state values, a 55% reduction. Without state censoring and using a barycentric basis with a node at each state sample, this problem generates an LP with approximately 220 000 constraints and 3528 variables. An LP this size was not directly solvable using a desktop machine. By a combination of state censoring and constraint generation, the largest LP solved had 3396 constraints and 1569 variables. The constraint generation algorithm converged to a solution in 5 iterations.
The initial combination of state samples, action samples, and noise samples required a total of approximately 1.97 million model calls. After state censoring, this was reduced to 874 944 model calls. This was further reduced to less than 20 000 model calls through the use of model linearity.
To solve the SP-SDP, a total execution time of just over 3 h was required on a single CPU 3.0 GHz Pentium using MATLAB. Initialization of the hash table for barycentric interpolation required 40 min. The time to sample the model was 65 min. The construction of the rows in the LP from the model samples took a total of 40 min. The solution of the LP using constraint generation and solution via duality required less than 35 min. The peak memory utilization by the MATLAB image on a Windows PC was 174 Mb.
These techniques decreased the time to find a solution to the SP-SDP from an initial estimate of greater than 8000 h to less than 3 h.
VI. BASELINE CONTROLLER
To understand the value of the SP-SDP approach to optimizing emissions and fuel consumption, a baseline controller is constructed from (24) where the instantaneous cost, , is (25) . The value of in (25) is evaluated at various values to determine the tradeoffs between fuel consumption and emissions provided by this controller. The value of is 50 000 and is set to 0.60. Both values were selected through experimentation to achieve charge sustaining operation over a range of driving conditions. The value function is replaced by zero. This controller is referred to as the "baseline" controller (75) The controller in (75) can implemented for real time control in many ways. The formulation in (75) is used for notational convenience. Any equivalent mapping from the state space to the actions space, such as a lookup table, can be used. This applied to both the baseline controller and all controllers which follow.
VII. FUEL AND EMISSIONS RESULTS
Since the control goals are minimization of fuel and emissions in a certification testing scenario, the controllers are evaluated against a fixed drive cycle: the UDDS cycle. The Pareto set for the SP-SDP problem is generated by sweeping in (25) and generating a unique controller for each point in the sweep. Similarly, the baseline controller is evaluated by sweeping . By sweeping these constants in the problem formulation, a population of controllers is generated. Furthermore, this population of controllers is evaluated to estimate the Pareto sets for system performance.
One of the objectives for this work was to understand the impact of catalyst heat loss, so Pareto sets were generated for several catalyst designs. The first catalyst design included no heat transfer directly from the catalyst to the environment. This catalyst is referred to as the "isolated catalyst". All heat generated in the catalyst is rejected into the exhaust gases. The evaluation started with the catalyst at 93 C. To equalize the impact of changes in battery charge on fuel consumption and emissions, the SOC was searched to find an initial value that resulted in charge sustaining operation. Fig. 6 shows the fuel consumption and tailpipe emissions for the baseline controller and the SP-SDP controller. The utopia point is plotted to highlight the best single objective optimization results obtained. The utopia point illustrates the best fuel economy and emissions achievable if no tradeoffs exist between the objectives to reduce fuel consumption and reduce tailpipe emissions. Since there are very strong tradeoffs, the utopia point is relatively far from the Pareto frontier.
The best baseline controller for both emissions and fuel economy occurs when tuned for fuel economy operation. Tuning this baseline controller for any emissions minimization degraded both fuel economy and emissions performance. This happens because the control law is greedy [41] : it optimizes instantaneous decisions without consideration of future costs. Specifically, as tailpipe emissions were considered, the instantaneous cost prevented the engine from being used, this discharged the battery. Eventually, to achieve charge sustaining operation, the battery forces the engine on in a manner that increases fuel use and emissions.
The SP-SDP controller reduced the normalized tailpipe emissions from a peak of 44.5 grams to a minimum of 26.1 grams, more than a 41% reduction. The tradeoff between fuel economy and emissions is clearly visible. For example, these plots illustrate that for the "isolated catalyst", the tailpipe emissions can be reduced more than 20% for about a 3% increase in fuel consumption.
To assess the impact of heat loss on the tailpipe emissions, a catalyst with a thermal time constant of 1725 s for heat transfer to the ambient was evaluated. The initial conditions used were the same as those for the "isolated catalyst". The results for the controllers designed for this catalyst are shown in Fig. 7 .
For the SP-SDP controller, the heat loss from the catalyst to the ambient does not affect the minimal emissions achieved by this system, however almost 20% more fuel is required to achieve the minimum emissions level than with the "isolated catalyst".
Because of the heat loss, the baseline controller is not able to match the emissions level for the isolated catalyst. For both controllers, the minimal fuel consumption is the same as for the isolated catalyst, as would be expected.
Finally, a catalyst with a 400 s time constant for heat transfer to the ambient was evaluated. This evaluated the impact of a heat transfer much higher than discussed in the literature [58] , [59] and is used to establish bounds on the performance of the controllers. Fig. 8 illustrates this Pareto set.
The SP-SDP controller is able to beat the minimum emissions from the baseline controller more than 60%. Interestingly, in this case, the baseline controller demonstrates ability to tradeoff emissions and fuel economy. Across the Pareto set, the SP-SDP controller shows significant performance advantages. As expected, for the case where only fuel economy is considered, both controllers have equivalent performance.
One effect that occurred in all three studies was a slight increase in emissions from the minimum as the controllers were increasingly weighted for emissions. This effect can be seen in Fig. 8 for fuel consumption in excess of 800 grams. This was investigated by examining higher resolution sampling of the state space. As also shown in Fig. 8 , increased resolution in sampling the catalyst temperature and battery charge decreased this effect. The root cause of this problem appears to be related to the controller attempting to drive the catalyst to the edge of the state space and encountering numerical issues.
To see how the SP-SDP controller was able to improve emissions, consider the behavior of a single objective controller which minimizes fuel consumption and a multi-objective controller which minimizes both fuel consumption and tailpipe emissions. The single objective controller has equal to 0 and the multi-objective controller has equal to 0.85. For the isolated catalyst case shown in Fig. 6 , the single objective controller and the multi-objective controller's fuel and emission performance are identified. Fig. 9 illustrates the relative change in SOC in the vehicle when controlled by the single objective and the multi-objective controller. The magnitude of the SOC swings in these examples are small, however, the batteries modeled were large so that battery energy would be unlikely to become an active constraint in operation. During the first 250 s, the use of the battery is significantly different. Relative to the single-objective controller, the multi-objective controller deeply discharges the battery. Examination of the engine out and tailpipe out emissions shows what happens during this period of deep discharge. Compared to the single-objective controller, the multi-objective controller reduces engine out emissions, by reducing the amount of power the engine supplies relative to the battery, while the catalyst is cold and inefficient. Later, the multi-objective controller restores the battery SOC when the catalyst is warm and efficient. Fig. 10 clearly shows this difference in cumulative engine out emissions for both controllers. At approximately 175 s, the multi-objective controller has produced about 50% of the engine out emissions of the fuel minimizing controller. By 200 s, the catalyst is efficiently removing emissions, so subsequent engine out emissions do not contribute appreciably to tailpipe emissions. Once this point is reached, the multi-objective controller has generated approximately half of the tailpipe emissions of the single-objective controller. It should be remembered, that this behavior is a consequence of defining a cost objective and solving the SP-SDP problem, not an explicit strategy which was predefined. The behavior is simply the near optimal operation of the vehicle. Any description of this behavior is an interpretation of this near optimal behavior. A detailed discussion of the behaviors of controllers for this class of problem can be found in [38] .
VIII. CONCLUSION
Because automobiles are always operated for a finite period of time, SP-SDP is a natural formulation for developing controllers that minimize total undiscounted costs. This formulation is important when considering control objectives like fuel consumption and emissions. The SP-SDP formulation is able to minimize the expected costs over an infinite horizon because the cost is kept finite by the fact that the vehicle will be turned off in finite time.
Compared to a baseline controller, a SP-SDP controller was able to provide significantly better performance and tradeoffs between emissions and fuel consumption. The improved performance is obtained through better control of the catalyst as it warms up and transitions from a low conversion efficiency operating point to a high efficiency operating point. Since the heat transfer between the catalyst and the environment is not well documented, the ability to improve performance for a range of catalysts was explored. For each case, a unique collection of SP-SDP controllers was developed. An SP-SDP-based controller was able to decrease tailpipe emissions and provide better tradeoffs with fuel consumption than a baseline controller. This capability was demonstrated over a broad range of thermal characteristics in catalysts.
SP-SDP methods were successfully used to find a controller that uses four of five states in feedback, with the other state managed by a low level controller. A low level controller was synthesized to reduced the complexity in designing the high level controller using SP-SDP. The SP-SDP design technique synthesized a controller in three hours on a desktop PC. The combination of dynamic programming, approximate linear programming, constraint generation, solution of the LP via its dual, reduced sampling, state censoring, and barycentric interpolation reduced the amount of time required to find the value function for the SP-SDP by a factor of 2000 from initial efforts. This short design time enabled the generation of large sets of controllers for generating Pareto sets against a range of component characteristics.
